Kinetic studies on Lewis acidic metal polyesterification catalysts - hydrolytic degradation is a key factor for catalytic performance
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Kinetic analysis of polyesterification reactions using Lewis-acidic metal catalysts have been performed. While Sn-based catalysts are superior to Ti-based catalysts under neat polycondensation conditions (high [H$_2$O]), the result is inverted under azeotropic conditions (low [H$_2$O]). These findings show that the catalytic activity is crucially determined by the robustness of the catalyst against hydrolytic degradation.

In the past decades, extensive advances in the production of monomers for polyesters, derived from renewable resources, have been made.\textsuperscript{1-7} Nevertheless, the synthesis of polyesters itself still heavily relies on well-known condensation reactions, such as the direct esterification of alcohols and carboxylic acids. This route remains a highly sustainable method to obtain polyesters, given the high atom efficiency and water being the only by-product.\textsuperscript{8} However, due to the harsh reaction conditions required for this reaction, the use of a catalyst that can reduce the reaction temperature is preferred. High-valent Lewis acidic metal catalysts based on group 4 metals (Ti, Zr and Hf), Sn and Sb have displayed distinct activity in direct polyesterification reactions.\textsuperscript{9-13} Yet, potent Lewis acidic metal catalysts based on abundant and non-toxic metals, that are active in direct polyesterification are still highly desired. Next to the ability to lower the activation energy of a reaction, an effective catalyst should be fairly robust, since deactivation of the catalyst can dominate the observed activity. Lewis acidic metal catalysts are typically deactivated by water, which is formed during the initial esterification step. The reaction with water affords the formation of metal-oxo-clusters with reduced catalytic activity (Scheme 1). Hydrolysis of both group 4 metal alkoxides, and mono- and di-alkyl tin(IV) complexes is well-known and results in the formation of a wide variety of metal-oxo-clusters.\textsuperscript{14-18} It remains however unclear to date to what extent these metal-oxo-clusters also form during polyesterification reactions. Polyesterification reactions catalyzed by group 4 metals are predominantly reported under azeotropic conditions in combination with removal of water by a scavenger.\textsuperscript{19,20} Such dehydrating agents drive the equilibrium towards the ester product, and prevent prolonged exposure of the catalyst to water formed during polyesterification. Furthermore, multidentate ligands are employed to reduce the number of
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\caption{Reaction Kinetics}
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What is the effect of water on Lewis acidic polyesterification catalysts?

Scheme 1 The effect of water on Lewis acidic polyesterification catalysts.
hydrolysable terminal ligands, which hampers uncontrolled cluster formation.\textsuperscript{21–25} Although it is clear that hydrolytic degradation of Lewis acidic catalysts can be problematic, the degree of deactivation will depend on the applied reaction conditions such as polarity of the reaction mixture, reaction temperature, use of solvent and reduced pressure.\textsuperscript{26–29} This prompted us to investigate the robustness of different commercially applied polyesterification catalysts through analysis of the reaction profile.\textsuperscript{29} Herein, we report our kinetic investigations on titanium- and \textit{n}-butylstannoic acid-catalyzed polyesterification reactions under neat polycondensation and azeotropic conditions. We started our investigation with the neat polyesterification of 1,6-hexanediol, in excess, and adipic acid in the presence of 0.1 mol\% catalyst (relative to \textdegree OH groups) at 170 °C to synthesize polyester-diols. All formed water was collected in a Dean-Stark apparatus (Fig. S1\textsuperscript{†}).

In order to obtain kinetic profiles, the reaction progress was followed via the acid value (AV) determined by titration. Three different catalysts were selected: \textit{n}-BuSnOOH, Ti(O\textit{OiPr})\textsubscript{4} and titanium\{triethanolaminato\}acetate (Ti-atrane) (Fig. 1). In general, catalysts were added after 1 hour reaction time at 170 °C to ensure effective removal of formed reaction water before catalyst addition. Under neat conditions, \textit{n}-BuSnOOH (Fig. 1A) displays catalytic activity, with an AV = 13.3 mg KOH g\textsuperscript{−1} after 6 hours. This in contrast to Ti(O\textit{OiPr})\textsubscript{4} and Ti-atrane which are not catalytically active, and perform comparable to the reaction without metal catalyst (blank reaction). To obtain insight in the robustness of \textit{n}-BuSnOOH under neat polycondensation conditions we turned to reaction progress kinetic analysis (RPKA).\textsuperscript{30} More specifically, same-excess experiments can help to disclose deactivation of the catalysts \textit{via} the overlay of kinetic reaction profiles. Because the polyesterification reaction is also catalyzed by the carboxylic acid, which results in a background reaction, catalyst deactivation \textit{via} same-excess conditions can be determined \textit{via} the addition of catalyst at a later reaction point in time (Fig. 1B). Next to the initial \textit{n}-BuSnOOH-catalyzed polyesterification, a similar reaction was performed, but now with addition of \textit{n}-BuSnOOH after 2 hours reaction time (Fig. 1B, orange trace). Upon catalyst addition, a clear increase in rate is observed and within 5 hours the AV resembles the value observed in the initial \textit{n}-BuSnOOH catalyzed reaction (Fig. S2A\textsuperscript{†}). The time-adjusted profile of the second experiment (Fig. 1B, yellow trace) gives a good overlay with the initial experiment and is indicative for the absence of catalyst deactivation. Next, we turned to the polyesterification of oligomers analogue to a two-step polycondensation method. Although high water concentrations present in the initial stage of the polyesterification reaction were circumvented, the titanium-based catalysts still performed poorly (Fig. S3A\textsuperscript{†}). In addition, the use of more apolar oligomers resulted only in minor activity for the titanium-based catalysts (Fig. S3B\textsuperscript{†}).

We hypothesize that the lack of catalytic activity for the titanium-based catalysts results from deactivation by water, hence a harmful water concentration is present in the reaction mixture (Table S1\textsuperscript{†}). We therefore turned to
Azeotropic reaction conditions, which enable the effective continuous removal of stoichiometrically formed water. Under these conditions, the polyesterification of 1,6-hexanediol and adipic acid was performed with the inclusion of xylene as high-boiling solvent, in the presence of 0.25 mol% (relative to –OH groups) of catalyst (Fig. 2). The course of the reaction was followed with in situ infrared spectroscopy via the decrease of the ν\textsubscript{\text{C=O}} vibration of the carboxylic acid over time (Fig. 2A), which correlates well with determined acid values (Fig. S10†). We observed that under azeotropic reaction conditions at 140 °C, n-BuSnOOH still has the highest activity after 6 hours. However, the Ti-atrane and Ti(O\text{Pr})\textsubscript{4} catalysts perform significantly better than the blank reaction (Fig. 2B). Remarkably, the Ti-atrane catalyst outperforms n-BuSnOOH in the first two hours of the reaction. In addition, after 1 hour the reaction mixture became turbid, which is indicative for the formation of titanium-oxo-clusters and thus the deactivation of Ti(O\text{Pr})\textsubscript{4} (Fig. S3†).

Analysis of the H\textsubscript{2}O concentration revealed water levels between 2286–4669 ppm after 6 hours reaction time (Table S2†). However, an increase in the reaction temperature to 150 °C proved to be effective to ensure an azeotropic reflux over the whole reaction period, i.e. the water concentrations were significantly diminished to 158–523 ppm for all metal-catalyzed reactions (Table S2†).30 Performing the reaction at
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**Fig. 2** Polyesterification of 1,6-hexanediol and adipic acid in the presence of 0.25 mol% catalyst (relative to –OH groups) in the presence of xylene at 150 °C. (A) Peak height of ν\textsubscript{\text{C=O}} vibration of the carboxylic acid (1712 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) and ester (1736 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) followed over time. (B) Peak height at 1712 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (ν\textsubscript{\text{C=O}} vibration of the carboxylic acid) of catalyzed reactions at 140 °C. (C) Peak height at 1712 cm\textsuperscript{-1} of catalyzed reactions at 150 °C. (D) Time adjusted kinetic profile of Ti(O\text{Pr})\textsubscript{4} catalyzed reaction at 150 °C.
150 °C resulted in Ti(O^iPr)_4 and Zr(O^iPr)_4^−PrOH being very active catalyst (Fig. 2C). The improved activity of Group 4 alkoxides encouraged us to investigate the robustness of Ti(O^iPr)_4 under azeotropic reflux conditions at 150 °C. An additional same excess experiment was performed, with catalyst addition at a later point in time, which indicated no catalyst deactivation (Fig. 2D). Overall, the robustness of the catalyst tends to be crucial, which is highlighted by the superior performance of n-BuSnOOH. To further test the robustness, against hydrolytic degradation, of the different catalysts we investigated the hydrolysis of a polyester (AV = 24.6 mg KOH g^−1) of 1,6-hexanediol and adipic acid. After 2 hours reaction time, in an autoclave at 150 °C, (Fig. S12†) an AV of 81.9 mg KOH g^−1 was found for the n-BuSnOOH catalyzed reaction. Whereas the blank reaction and Ti-atrane catalyzed reaction resulted in significantly lower AV’s with 35.3 and 33.4 mg KOH g^−1 (Table S3†). These results unveil that n-BuSnOOH has indeed the ability to withstand high water concentrations that accumulate under neat polyestereification and polyester hydrolysis conditions. Moreover, these findings are in agreement with our recent spectroscopic study on n-BuSnOOH catalyzed esterification, in which we demonstrated that at a relevant reaction temperature (90 °C), the polymeric n-BuSnOOH forms a monomeric n-butyltintricarboxylate and remains unaffected by water.[9] In contrast to n-BuSnOOH, the titanium catalysts greatly suffer from hydrolytic degradation under neat polyestereification conditions. The Ti-atrane complex shows only minor activity for example. However, when the water concentrations are significantly lowered via azeotropic removal, the group 4 metal alkoxides turned out to being very active catalysts, outperforming n-BuSnOOH in terms of activity. Nevertheless, deactivation via hydrolytic degradation is facile for all titanium-based catalysts as demonstrated by the azeotropic experiments at 140 °C. The utilization of a multidentate ligand, i.e. in the Ti-atrane complex, resulted in a slightly improved water tolerance. On the other hand, the Ti-atrane performs worse than Ti(O^iPr)_4 under optimal azeotropic conditions (150 °C), probably because the ligand effectively shields the active metal center which hampers catalysis.

Conclusions

We have demonstrated that n-BuSnOOH is an active and robust catalyst under neat polyestereification conditions. This is in contrast to Ti(O^iPr)_4 and Ti-atrane, which only gave minor initial activity. Low water concentrations (<550 ppm), which can be achieved via azeotropic removal, proved to be pivotal for group 4 metal alkoxides to be active and robust catalysts. These findings reveal the detrimental effect of water on titanium-based catalysts, even for complexes that bear multidentate ligands. This demonstrates that the robustness of the Lewis acidic metal catalyst dictates the performance in many polyestereification reactions. We believe that these insights will propel the sustainable production of (biobased) polyesters via catalysis by non-toxic and abundant Lewis acidic metals.
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